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**Abstract**

Periodontitis and peri-implantitis are inflammatory diseases caused by periodontal pathogenic bacteria leading to destruction of supporting periodontal/peri-implant tissue. However, the progression of inflammatory process of these two diseases is different. The bacterial biofilm is the source of bacteria during the inflammatory process. As the bacteria migrate down the surface of tooth or titanium implant, the inflammation spreads along with it. *Streptococcus mutans* has an important role in oral bacterial biofilm formation in early stage biofilm before the microbiota shift to late stage and become more virulent. The other major difference is the existence of periodontal ligament (PDL) cells in normal teeth but not in peri-implant tissue. This study aims to compare the *S. mutans* bacterial biofilm formation and migration on 2 different surfaces, tooth root and titanium miniscrew. The biofilm was grown with a flow cells system to imitate the oral dynamic system with PDL cells. The migration distances were measured, and the biofilm morphology was observed. Data showed that the biofilm formation on miniscrew was slower than those on tooth root at 24 hr. However, there were no difference in the morphology of the biofilm formed on the tooth root with those formed on the miniscrew at both 24 and 48 hr. The biofilm migration rate was significantly faster on miniscrew surface compared with those on tooth root when observed at 48 hr (*p* < .001). There are no significant differences in biofilm migration within miniscrew group and tooth root group despite the exiting of PDL cell (*p* > .05). The biofilm’s migration rate differences on various surfaces could be one of the factors accounting for the different inflammatory progression between periodontitis and peri-implantitis disease.

**1 | INTRODUCTION**

Periodontitis and peri-implantitis are the most common infectious inflammatory diseases of tooth sockets and gum tissues including around the tissue surrounding bases of teeth or implants that leads to massive tissue resorption. Microbial overgrowth around compromised tooth sockets triggers exorbitant host inflammation. Both types of conditions have identical origins, but the pathogenic pathways are different between the natural teeth versus the artificial implant due to various factors (Berechet, Ionaşcu, Sirbu, & Sirbu, 2013; Berglundh, Zitzmann, & Donati, 2011). Several studies reveal that the inflammatory cell infiltration in periodontitis and peri-implantitis infected tissue are similar, dominated by B-cells and plasma cells (Dhir, Mahesh, Kurtzman, & Vandana, 2013). However, the dynamic of infectivity and pathogenesis are thought to be different because natural teeth are surrounded by supracrestal tight connective tissue fibers, which prevent the inflammatory lesion from expanding into surrounding bone (Dhir et al., 2013). This could explain the larger bone resorption around implants. Moreover, peri-implantitis has no connective tissue buffering to protect inflammatory lesions from spreading; thus, lesions often spread and expand to surrounding bone marrow rapidly and more aggressively (Berechet et al., 2013). In
vivo studies on inflammatory cell infiltration also reveal that during inflammation of the peri-implant tissues and periodontal tissue, the inflammatory cells infiltrate more apically towards the peri-implant mucosa than in the periodontal tissue or gingiva around the natural tooth. This is due to peri-implant tissue has a less protective capacity than periodontal tissue in terms of lower tissues buffering, healing, and regeneration (Berechet et al., 2013; Berglundh et al., 2011; Dhir et al., 2013).

The gingival mucosa is the first barrier that preventing the possibility of bacterial invasion from the oral cavity into the underlying periodontal and peri-implant tissues. Both periodontal and peri-implant mucosa are composed of highly keratinized epithelium, sulcular epithelium, and junctional epithelium along the underlying connective tissue. There are clear differences in the junctional proteins between implant and epithelium and with basal lamina junctions at the interface between natural tooth and periodontal tissue (Dhir et al., 2013). Fiber-enriched connective tissues are observed in peri-implant mucosa with close contact with to the titanium surface that generates a tight barrier to seal off the bone tissue surrounding the implant from the external environment in oral cavity and also prevents the infiltration of microbial pathogens. These small details can explain the strong differences in pathogenesis. (Berechet et al., 2013; Dhir et al., 2013).

In natural teeth, junctional epithelium forms and attaches along the entire length of the dentine perimeter and enamel by hemidesmosome and basal lamina. However, around the peri-implant, the junctional epithelium is generated only at the apical regions. Consequently, the mechano-protective barrier of peri-implant mucosa is not so tightly engaged to the implant surface as periodontal mucosa, thus making it more vulnerable to the penetration of bacterial infiltration and biofilm formation much deeper into the root part and socket (Berechet et al., 2013; Dhir et al., 2013; Palomo & Terézhalmi, 2014).

Bacterial biofilm covering infected teeth and implant is a major source of bacteria during the inflammatory process (Hasan & Palmer, 2014). Several studies investigating bacterial biofilm that forms on the surfaces of materials, cobalt-chromium, titanium, dentin, and hydroxyapatite and all have different binding affinities to a range of bacteria (Patel et al., 2016; Yoshida, Imai, Hanada, & Hayakawa, 2013). Both natural teeth and titanium implants have a binding affinity to bacterial biofilms. This begins with salivary proteins pellicles adsorb to the tooth and implant surface, followed by initial colonization, and maturation of biofilms. As the biofilm expands and matures, its virulence increases. Surface properties of implants, chemical composition, roughness, free energy, surface topography and surface stiffness, and so on have direct influence on the nature of bacteria colonization and biofilm formation (Busscher, Rinastiti, Siswomihardjo, & Van der Mei, 2010; Dhir, 2013; Souza et al., 2016; Subramani, Jung, Molenberg, & Hämmerle, 2009). Periodontal biofilm microbiota has been thoroughly investigated and characterized, and Streptococcus mutans (S. mutans) has been found to be an important microorganism during initial biofilm formation (Koo, Xiao, Klein, & Jeon, 2010).

Streptococcus mutans is a gram-positive coccus colonizing on the supragingival region. It is the bacteria in the primary bacterial species associated with the early stage of bacterial biofilm formation (Koo et al., 2010). In addition, recent studies found that S. mutans is located in the subgingival biofilm collected from both patients with healthy gingival condition and with periodontal disease. However, the behavior of the bacteria, such as sucrose consumption, acid, and glycan production, was different (Dani et al., 2016). S. mutans expresses glucosyltransferases (Gtfs), which translates sucrose molecules into glucan during biofilm formation (Koo et al., 2010).

There are three subtypes of glucan molecules produced by specific Gtfs: water-soluble glucan, semiswater-soluble glucan, and water-insoluble glucan. S. mutans predominantly produces water-insoluble glucan, which is highly adhesive to surfaces inside the oral cavity. The water insoluble properties greatly contribute to biofilm formation in the dynamic oral microenvironment. Removal of S. mutans from the microorganism ecosystem dramatically affects biofilm formation in the oral cavity leading to large reduction in biofilm volume and slows the biofilm development. Glucans produced by S. mutans also provide binding sites for the latecomer bacteria, which lack ability to attach to the oral surface. As the biofilm matures, the proportion of S. mutans decreases and the microbiota shifts to late colonizer bacterial assemblages (Koo et al., 2010; Mattos-Graner, Smith, King, & Mayer, 2000).

Although the nature of bacterial biofilm migration at solid surfaces in the oral cavity has not been satisfactorily explained, it is likely to contribute to the spread of infection and inflammation in soft mucosa and may in part account for the differences between periodontal biofilm and peri-implant biofilm formation. This study aimed to investigate the differential formation and migration of S. mutans bacterial biofilms on the surface of titanium miniscrews (used as a substitute for titanium implants) versus tooth root surfaces using a novel flow system model. In addition, this study shall explore the possibility that periodontal ligament (PDL) cells have an effect in the bacterial biofilm formation and its migration over tooth and titanium miniscrew implant surfaces.

2 MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1 Miniscrews, tooth roots, bacteria strains, and cell culture condition

Pure titanium miniscrews (9 mm length) without a surface coating were provided by the Yonsei University College of Dentistry in Seoul, Korea. Fifty of natural tooth roots were collected from extracted upper molar teeth of patient due to extensive carious lesion from the Prince Philip Dental Hospital, Hong Kong. Ethical approval and patient consent were made before collecting teeth for this study. The roots were cut and separated from the crown and had a length of 9 mm from apical tip same as the miniscrews length.

Streptococcus mutans cultures were grown anaerobically on a brain heart infusion (BHI: ThermoFisher SCIENTIFIC Ltd., Waltham, USA) agar plates at 37 °C (Koo et al., 2010). Immortalized human periodontal ligament cells (hPDL cells) were grown on a 10-cm culture dishes with high-glucose Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (ThermoFisher SCIENTIFIC Ltd., Waltham, USA) and supplemented with 1% penicillin/
streptomycin (P/S) and 10% fetal bovine serum at 37 °C until the cells were confluent (Marchesan, Scanlon, Soehren, Matsuo, & Kapila, 2011).

2.2 | Soft agar gel assay

Soft agar gel was used to culture ihPDL cells and to hold the miniscrew and tooth root in a fixed upright position during the biofilm inoculation and growth phase. The ihPDL cells were trypsinized from the 10-cm culture dish and resuspended, and cell concentration was adjusted to 2 ml at $5 \times 10^9$ (Dhir, 2013) cells/ml in media. A block of agarose gel (0.7%) was melted and cooled to 37 °C in a water bath. Next, 2 ml of agarose gel was pipetted into 2 ml of the ihPDL cell suspension (leading to a final cell concentration of $2.5 \times 10^9$; Dhir, 2013), with gentle mixing before rapid pipetting 1.6 ml of gel/cell suspension into the lower chamber of a 6-well gradient culture container (MINUCELLS and MINUTISSUE, Bad Abbach, German). The gel was left to set for 30 min (Horibata, Vo, Subramanian, & Thompson, 2015). The miniscrew/tooth root was placed in upright position at the center of soft agar gel prepared in the previous step (control with soft agar gel without cells) and the container were then closed and locked.

2.3 | Growing _S. mutans_ biofilm on miniscrews and tooth roots using the flow system

_Streptococcus mutans_ was collected from the BHI agar plate and resuspended in BHI medium (ThermoFisher Scientific Ltd., Waltham, USA). Subsequently, the concentration was adjusted to $1 \times 10^9$ (Dhir, 2013) colony-forming unit/ml. The full inoculation was performed by injecting the bacteria suspension into the upper chamber of a gradient culture container and was then incubated anaerobically at 37 °C for 2 hr. The bacteria suspension was then removed, and the upper chamber was washed with 5 ml of BHI medium. The modified flow system model was used to perfuse BHI medium with 8% sucrose (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc., St. Louis, Missouri, USA) at a flow rate 0.5 ml/min during the biofilm creation (Figure 1; Crusz et al., 2012). Anaerobic condition was induced in the incubator by using an anaerobic gas pack (ANAEROGEN: ThermoFisher SCIENTIFIC Ltd., Waltham, USA). The _S. mutans_ biofilms were grown for 24 and 48 hr before samples were harvested.

2.4 | Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)

The biofilm samples on miniscrews and tooth roots were placed in 24-well plates and gently washed with 1 ml of phosphate-buffered saline. Then was stained with a LIVE/DEAD BacLight bacteria viability kit (ThermoFisher SCIENTIFIC Ltd., Waltham, USA) for 30 min. The biofilms were then observed under CLSM at a 4× magnification (excitation wave length 488 nm; Carvalho et al., 2012). The photos were taken from all parts of the sample to create a whole composite of the miniscrew or tooth root from which biofilm migration distances were measured.

2.5 | Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

The biofilm-laden samples were washed gently with 1 ml phosphate-buffered saline in 24-well plates. The sample was dehydrated carried out by soaking them in serial ethanol solutions of increasing concentration: 70%, 85%, 95%, and 100% for 30 min each. The samples were fixed by incubating in 2.5% glutaraldehyde for 2 hr before air-drying in a chamber overnight. After complete drying, the samples were coated with platinum alloy before imaging (Asahi et al., 2015). The SEM images were randomly taken with three images for each sample at magnification 350× and 1,000×. The images were analyzed descriptively and compared between each group.

2.6 | Statistical analysis

One way analysis of variance analysis and multiple analysis was used to validate the difference in biofilm migration distance between sample groups: 24-hr biofilms on miniscrews with ihPDL cells, tooth roots with ihPDL cells, miniscrews without ihPDL cells, miniscrews without ihPDL cells, tooth roots without ihPDL

---

**FIGURE 1** Proposed flow system model used for creating biofilm on miniscrews and tooth roots. After inoculation with _Streptococcus mutans_, the miniscrew and tooth root samples were placed in soft agar gel inside a gradient culture container maintained in a 37 °C incubator. A gas pack was used to create an anaerobic environment inside the incubator. BHI medium with 8% sucrose was perfused into the container with a pump flow rate of 0.5 ml/min., which then drained into the waste beaker. BHI = brain heart infusion.
3 | RESULTS

3.1 | CLSM

The 24- and 48-hr biofilm growth on miniscrews and tooth roots were tracked under CLSM at 4× magnification. The biofilm was stained with Live/Dead staining to observe the biofilm formation.

The distribution of the dome-shaped biofilm could be observed on the surface of titanium miniscrews and tooth roots. At 24 hr, the dome-shaped biofilms formed on miniscrews were less, both with and without PDL cells, compared with biofilms grown on the tooth roots (Figure 2a,c,e,g). At 48 hr, the biofilm appearance were similar in both the miniscrew surfaces and the tooth roots either with or without the existence of PDL cells (Figure 2b,d,f,h).

3.2 | SEM

SEM images at surfaces show details of the biofilm morphology in higher magnification (350× and 1,000×). At 24 hr, the observed biofilms on tooth root samples have more prominence dome shape appearance than those grown on miniscrews (Figure 3a,c). However, the 48-hr biofilm grown on both miniscrews and tooth roots have similar appearances, displaying a prominent dome-shape and the S. mutans cell shape was barely be seen within view (Figure 3b,d).

Below the soft agar gel level, the S. mutans biofilm showed a thin flat with an irregular shape, in both the 24- and 48-hr biofilm groups, on miniscrews or tooth roots surfaces, with and without PDL cells include within the system. At the margin, of the apical side of the biofilm under the gel level, the S. mutans cells are clustered into a gelatinous matrix and forming a biofilm, however, the exopolysaccharide are barely observed on the margin of the biofilm (Figure 3e). S. mutans colonies found separately from the biofilm show clearly visible of bacteria cell shape: rounded or rod-like while making a long chains (Figure 3f).
3.3 Bacterial biofilm migration

The bacterial biofilm migration distances were measured from confocal laser scanning images. Specifically, this was done by measuring the vertical distance from the interface of the gel level to the most apical biofilm margin found. The results show that there are no significant differences in biofilm migration between pure titanium miniscrews and tooth roots at 24 hr. However, there are significant differences in biofilm migration between miniscrews with ihPDL cells that is higher than those without ihPDL cells ($p < .05$; Figure 4).

The 48-hr biofilm migration showed no significant differences in migratory distances in miniscrew group with ihPDL cells and miniscrew group without ihPDL cells ($p > .05$). The same manner also happens to the tooth root group between with and without ihPDL cells ($p > .05$). There were significant higher in the biofilm migration rates in miniscrews group both with and without ihPDL cells compare with tooth roots group with and without ihPDL cells in the system ($p < .001$; Figure 4).

4 DISCUSSION

Periodontal and peri-implant bacterial biofilms are a major source of bacterial infection causing inflammation associated with periodontitis and peri-implantitis diseases. The bacterial biofilm behavior is an important factor modulates the virulence of the bacteria (Hasan & Palmer, 2014). In this study, the results showed that among tooth root surfaces, a thicker biofilm developed, in the first 24 hr, than that observed on miniscrews. This might be explained by the increased surface roughness of the tooth root compared with the polished surface of titanium miniscrews. Surface roughness is a key factor in biofilm for developing biofilms. The higher surface roughness facilitates easier
bacterial attachment to the surface and initiates formation of biofilm (Dhir, 2013; Souza et al., 2016; Subramani et al., 2009).

At 48 hr, the miniscrew and tooth root biofilms observed by SEM share similar appearances of dome-shape protrusions dominating the biofilm affected surfaces. The dome-shape structures were a common characteristic morphology ascribed to the S. mutans bacterial biofilms. As when the biofilms matured, the dome-shaped structures also grew larger with increased thicknesses (Koo et al., 2010).

Confocal laser scanning images also confirmed the bacterial biofilm pattern viewed under the SEM. The S. mutans biofilm observed at 24 hr on the tooth root surface were more compact and emitted a stronger fluorescence than those on miniscrew surfaces, regardless of the presence of ihPDL cells in the system. Although biofilm structure morphologies are quite similar in what between tooth root and miniscrew surfaces, biofilm formation was more rapidly established on the tooth root surface within the first 24 hr than on titanium miniscrew surfaces. This corresponded to the SEM image results.

Biofilms were observed to migrate downward along the surface of miniscrews and tooth root since first 24 hr. However, as observed after 24 hr, the morphology of the biofilm located under the gel interface, manifested as flattened, irregular patterning was significantly different from biofilm above the gel level.

Streptococcus mutans is a nonmotile bacteria meaning that they cannot independently move and relocate to new environments and form colonies. This can only occur if there is a free-flow of saliva from the oral cavity (in vivo) or media from the culture chamber (in vitro; Daboor, Masood, Al-Azab, & Nori, 2015). In this in vitro system, flow of media above the gel level occurs at a rate of 0.5 ml/min. Thus, below the gel level, biofilm formation occurs as a result of bacterial migration caused by the pushing force from bacterial proliferation and expansion.

The biofilm below the gel interface is patterned into a flat and irregular structure probably due to the restricted space for the bacterial biofilm to expand into (Figure 3e). Bacteria located at the gel margin pushes itself downward into the only available free-space, generates a biofilm that cannot form its normal morphology.

The alteration of biofilms morphology could also be caused by a lack of nutrient penetration further below the gel margin and interface. S. mutans mainly create water-insoluble glucan that will form a semisolid solid polysaccharide to cover the bacteria cell (Koo et al., 2010; Mattos-Graner et al., 2000); which corresponds to the result from SEM images, in which bacteria cells can be hardly seen (Figure 3a–d). The extracellular polysaccharide forms the gelatinous bulk structure of the biofilm and protects the bacteria from harmful environmental conditions (Bowen & Koo, 2011; Krzyściak, Jurczak, Kościelnia, Bystrowska, & Skalniak, 2014; Welin-Neilands & Svensäter, 2007). Nutrients are lacking below the gel interface with the media, and this starves S. mutans bacteria resulting in a poor biofilm assemblage and a dysfunctional morphology.

The biofilm migration was measured according to the longest distance the biofilm travelled from the gel interface as observed in confocal scanning images. The starting point for measurement was taken at the margin of the gel interface, which was located at 6,000 nm from the tip of the miniscrew and tooth root. Biofilm migration length was measured in relation to a continuous line of green fluorescence from stained bacteria. Green fluorescence traces that were discontinuous were not counted as true biofilms migration.

The data clearly showed that the migratory distance (length from the gel interface) of the biofilm along miniscrews versus tooth roots groups, at 24 hr, was not significantly different in the presence or absence of PDL cells (Figure 4). This contradicted the data from SEM showing that the initial biofilm forming on the tooth root surface was faster than that on the titanium miniscrew surface, at 24 hr.

Interestingly at 24 hr of culture, the biofilm developed on the miniscrews in the presence of PDLs and migrated faster than those developed on miniscrews without the PDL cells being present. Thus, there was only a difference in migration distances among miniscrews but not in the tooth root group during 24 hr. It indicates that in the early stage of bacteria formation, the PDL cell may attract bacterial biofilm grown on miniscrew to migrate toward itself. However, there are still controversies whether PDL cells have an influence on biofilm migration or not because S. mutans is not a principal participant in periodontal bacterial species pathogenesis and does not interact with PDL cells in the same manner as periodontal related species—Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans—have a direct function through the lipopolysaccharide/toll-like receptors nor do they possess virulent factors to attach and host cell same as Porphyromonas
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